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Presentations
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Deborah L. Rhode Public Interest Award
Presented by Professor Deborah L. Rhode to Cindy Garcia, JD ’16, Ginny Halden, JD ’16, and Ruhan Nagra, JD ’16

Lisa M. Schnitzer Memorial Scholarship
Presented by Amari Lynn Hammonds, JD ’17 to Morgan Lewis, JD ’18

Remarks
M. Elizabeth Magill
Dean and Richard E. Lang Professor of Law

Michael H. Steinberg, JD ’86
Partner, Sullivan & Cromwell, LLP
2016-17 Post-Graduate Fellowships

Stanford Law School Fellowships
Kevin Jason, JD '14, Katherine Lin, JD '14, Virginia Halden, JD '16, Heather Kryczka, JD '16

Stanford Law School Class of 2014 Fellowship
Sarracina Littlebird, JD '16

Stanford Law School International Fellowship
Swain Uber, JD '16

Stanford Law School Civitas Fellowship
Rebecca Vogel, JD '15

Stanford Law School Criminal Defense Fellowship
Cassidy Rice, JD '15

Skadden Foundation Fellowships
Akiva Freidlin, JD '16, David Hausman, JD '15, Casey Raymond, JD '15

Equal Justice Works Fellowship
Cindy Garcia, JD '16

Center for Constitutional Rights’ Bertha Fellowship
Ruhan Nagra, JD '16

Natural Resources Defense Council’s Charles Koob Fellowship
Jackie Iwata, JD '14

Open Society Foundation’s Fellowship in Nonprofit Law
Shereen Griffith, JD '16

Koch Associate Program at the Cato Institute
Thomas Berry, JD '16

Equal Justice Initiative Fellowship
Mark Feldman, JD '14

Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation’s Justice for All Fellowship
Rebecca Maurer, JD '14

U.S. Department of Justice Honors Program
Michael Baer, JD '14, Brendan Ballou-Kelley, JD '16, Andrew Schupanitz, JD '15, Christine Yoon, JD '16

U.S. State Department New Attorney Program
Cassandra Kildow, JD '16, Kimberly Larkin, JD '16

California Attorney General’s Earl Warren Solicitor General Fellowship
Max Carter-Oberstone, JD '14

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Attorney Honors Program
Rose Stanley, JD '16

Georgetown Law Institute for Public Representation Fellowship in Environmental Law
Peter DeMarco, JD '15

Justice John Paul Stevens Fellows
Sophia Carrillo, JD '18, Abbee Cox, JD '17, Kate Fetrow, JD '17, Daniel Nesbit, JD '17

2016 Pro Bono Distinction Graduates

James Banker
Abigail Barnes
Marni Barta
Bethany Bengfort
Thomas Berry
Jennifer Binger
Michael Blum
Dan Bobier*
Marcus Bourassa
Sergio Brohol
Charles Bunker
Thomas Buley
Sam Byker
Grace Chuchla
John Daley
Drew Dragstrem
John Drdek
Sara Luz Estela
Jason Fischbein
Akiva Freidlin*
Cindy Garcia
Shereen Griffith
Gagan Gupta**
Virginia Halden*
Amy Heath**
Sieglinde Hindrichs
Kara Hollis
Lilah Hume**
Lindsey Jackson
Eric Johnson**

Brittany Jones*
Elizabeth Jones**
Daniel Kane**
Deepa Kannapan
Caroline Keller-Lynn*
Cassandra Kildow
Hyosang (Mark) Kim
Phillip Klimke
Grace Koutba*
Fay Kreuer
Heather Kryczka
Kimberly Larkin*
Jeffrey Lash
Madeleine Laupheimer
Jeannie Lieder*
Kristin Liska
Sarracina Littlebird
DeDe Mann
Vincent Mazzurco**
Sean McElroy
Ryan McIlroy
Malia McPherson
Nicholas Medling
Elizabeth Miller**
Clifford Mpare
Ruhan Nagra**
Aishwarya Nair
Jena Neuscheler
Minh Nguyen-Dang**
Jennifer Oxley*

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction

Angela Park
Caroline Parke
Maya Perelman*
Michael Qian
David Ramirez-Galvez
Christopher Randall
Jacob Raver**
Dana Rehnquist*
Ashley Robertson
Michael Ronca*
Nick Rosellini
David Sayet**
Giulia Scelzo**
Vina Seelam
Michael Skocpol
Paulina Slagter*
Steven Spriggs
Aaron Stanton
Naomi Tom
Alexandria Twinem
Swain Uber*
Laura Vittet-Adamsen**
Brian Weissenberg
Ashley Williams
Philip Womble
Christine Yoon
Emi Young**
Andhari Zairina
Emily Zhang